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1 Executive Summary 
Cloud Adoption Framework helps align business and technology agendas, thereby making it 

easier for them to choose the right route forward, indicate, and minimize risks before, during, 

and after deployment or migration to the cloud. Cloud Adoption Framework consists of several 

stages, including planning, readiness, migration, governance, etc. Using CAF approaches, 

processes, and tools helps reduce many potential problems in security, change management, 

budgeting, etc. 

 

2 Strategy & Plan Workshop to help define high level cloud 

strategy and adoption plan 
 

2.1 Strategy & Planning Discussions with Customer 

The strategy methodology aims to help organizations efficiently document their business 

strategy. It offers guidance on driving cloud adoption efforts that capture targeted business 

value in a cross-functional model. Once you determine these aspects, you can map your cloud 

adoption strategy for each cloud capability and business strategy. 

The planning methodology can help organizations document their technology strategy. It offers 

guidance on how to prioritize the tasks that have the most impact on adoption efforts. Your 

cloud adoption plan should map to the metrics and motivations you have defined in the cloud 

adoption strategy. 

Here are the crucial steps to be followed: 

• Mr. Customer: Why you want to adopt the Cloud? 

• Understand and describe business situation 

• Implications in the existing environment 

• Business events that will drive migration to Cloud 

• Business Outcomes (E.g., Financial, Performance, Sustainability, etc.) 

 

2.2 Deliverables 

• Define Success Criteria 

• First workload identification and prioritization 

• Identification of Key Stakeholders in the Cloud Adoption Journey 

• Training and Awareness 

• Timelines 

• On-Prem infrastructure detail based on the below points 

o Management groups 



o Identity 

o Network 

o Security  

o Compliance 

o Backup, HA, and DR 

o Compute 

o Database HA, Backup and DR 

 

 

 

3 Ready & Govern Workshop to define Azure landing zone 

design 
 

3.1 Ready 

3.1.1 Readiness Checklist 

Learn the pre-requisite tools & approaches important to all adoption efforts. 

• Organize resources. Set up a management hierarchy to consistently apply access control, 

policy, and compliance to groups of resources and use tagging to track related 

resources. 

• Manage access. Use role-based access control to make sure that users have only the 

permissions they really need. 

• Manage costs and billing. Identify your subscription type, understand how billing works, 

and see how you can control costs. 

• Plan for governance, security, and compliance. Enforce and automate policies and 

security settings that help you follow applicable legal requirements. 

• Use monitoring and reporting. Get visibility across resources to help find and fix 

problems, optimize performance, or get insight to customer behavior. 

• Stay current with Azure. Track product updates so you can take a proactive approach to 

change management. 

3.1.2 First Landing Zone 

Deploy a blueprint to establish your first migration landing zone 

• Review compliance requirements and architecture complexity to understand the 

limitations of this first landing zone. 

• Create a blueprint from the “CAF Migration landing zone” sample. Assign that blueprint. 

 



3.1.3 Expand the blueprint 

Identify landing zone considerations required to personalize the blueprint 

• Understand the components of a landing zone across compute, network, storage, data, 

governance, & Azure primitives. 

• Evaluate the decision trees for any of these which will require changes to complete the 

first landing zone. 

 

3.1.4 Best Practices 

Leverage well defined best practices as a guide for expanding the blueprint 

• Review the best practices for guidance on implementing the considerations. 

• After the blueprint is updated to reflect your requirements, the environment will be 

ready for migration to begin. 

3.2 Govern 

This methodology treats cloud governance as an iterative process. It can help guide you through 

creating cloud governance policies that complement existing policies already set in place to 

govern on-premises environments. Since cloud estate changes over time, this methodology 

maintains that cloud governance policies and processes should also be dynamic. 

A journey without a target destination is just wandering. It's important to establish a rough 

vision of the end state before taking the first step. The following infographic provides a frame of 

reference for the end state. It's not your starting point, but it shows your potential destination. 

Five Disciplines of Cloud Governance: These disciplines support the corporate policies. Each 

discipline protects the company from potential pitfalls: 

• Cost Management discipline 

• Security Baseline discipline 

• Resource Consistency discipline 

• Identity Baseline discipline 

• Deployment Acceleration discipline 

Essentially, corporate policies serve as an early warning system to detect potential problems. The 

disciplines help the company manage risks and create guardrails. 

3.3 Deliverables 

• Architecture Diagrams: In Architecture Diagrams, customer inputs will be used to 

create the desired design document based on customer needs. How the Landing 

Zone look like & what will be the security scenario, how the firewall will be setup, 

network security & backup/DR etc. will be covered in Architecture Diagram.  



• Design Document: Design document will include information about users, product 

features, and project deadlines, all essential implementation details, landing zone 

security, landing zone architecture and design decision. 

• Azure ARM template or Terraform Scripts: Terraform scripts provide automated 

infrastructure management, lower deployment costs, and reduced provisioning time. 

ARM management layer can be used for creating, updating, and deleting Azure 

resources.  

 

 

 

• Azure Network Configuration document: Configure the network by different 

scenarios. This section explores key recommendations to deliver highly secure network 

segmentation within a landing zone to drive a network zero-trust implementation. 

• Azure Firewall Configuration: Configure Azure Firewall to deny incoming and 

outgoing threats while also allowing legitimate traffic. Azure has some accommodates 

various customer design scenarios. Where we can Bring our Own Firewall Or use the 

Azure native Firewall. 

• Azure Application Gateway document: Create the application gateway which is a 

firewall proxy which provides network security. The application gateway directs 

application web traffic to specific resources in a backend pool. We assign listeners to 

ports, create rules, and add resources to a backend pool. 

• List VPN & Route Tables: Create route table, then associate the route table to zero 

or more virtual network subnets. Each subnet can have zero or one route table. The 

VPN Gateway service allows you to connect the virtual network to the on-premises 

network in a hybrid environment. Azure VPN Gateway supports site-to-site, multi-site, 

point-to-site, V-net-to-V-net, and Microsoft Azure Express route connections. 

 


